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INTEGRATED SEMIGROUPS
AND THEIR APPLICATIONS TO THE
ABSTRACT CAUCHY PROBLEM
FRANK NEUBRANDER
This paper is concerned with characterizations of those linear,
closed, but not necessarily densely defined operators A on a Banach
space E with nonempty resolvent set for which the abstract Cauchy
problem u'(t) = Au(t), u(0) = x has unique, exponentially bounded
solutions for every initial value x e D(An).
Investigating these operators we are led to the class of "integrated
semigroups". Among others, this class contains the classes of strongly
continuous semigroups and cosine families and the class of exponentially bounded distribution semigroups.
The given characterizations of the generators of these integrated
semigroups unify and generalize the classical characterizations of generators of strongly continuous semigroups, cosine families or exponentially bounded distribution semigroups.
We indicate how integrated semigroups can be used studying second order Cauchy problems u"{t) — A\u'{t) - Aiu(t) = 0, operator
valued equations U'(t) = A{ U(t) + U(t)A2 and nonautonomous equations u'{t) = A(t)u(t).

1. Introduction. We study integrated semigroups and their connection to the abstract Cauchy problem
(ACP)

uf(t) = Au(t);

w(0) = x

where A is a linear, closed operator on a Banach space E with nonempty resolvent set and domain D(A).
A function u(-): [0,oo) -• D(A) with u(-) e Cl([0,oo),E) and
w(0) = x which satisfies (ACP) is called a solution of (ACP).
Studying (ACP), we will introduce the notion of "generators of integrated semigroups". If A is such a generator, then (ACP) is exponentially wellposed in the following sense: there exist an n e N and
constants M,w, such that, for all x e D(An), there exists a unique
solution u(-) of (ACP) with \u(t)\ < Mewt\x\n-X for all t > 0, where
\x\n-\ := |JC| + \Ax\ + • • • + l^*-1.*! denotes the graph norm of the Banach space [D(An~1)] (for a more refined definition of wellposedness,
see Def. 3.2).
in
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We will give several necessary and sufficient conditions on A such
that (ACP) is exponentially wellposed.
If possible we will avoid the assumption that A is densely defined.
There are many situations where such operators occur. Some examples are given by adjoint operators of generators on nonreflexive Banach spaces (see §6); L(l?)-valued Cauchy problems for operators TB = A\B + BA2 where A\ are unbounded operators on E
and B e L(E) or differential operators in spaces L°°(Q) (see §9).
Other nondensely defined operators appear if one studies the reduction
of nonautonomous evolution equations u!{t) = A(t)u{t) on a Banach
space E to an autonomous one on L°°{R+ ,L{E)) (see §9) or if one
studies perturbed Cauchy problems for ur(t) = Au(t) + Bu{t) where
A is a semigroup generator on E (as the Laplacian on E = Co(£2),
Q c Rn) and the operator B maps into a "bigger" Banach space F
(as F = C(Q)). These problems can be treated using the variation-ofconstants formula

ii(0 = T{i)x +

Jo

T(t- s)Bu(s) ds

which makes sense if the operators T(t) can be extended on F. However, the generator of this extended (generally not strongly continuous)
semigroup is in many cases no longer densely defined.
In §7 we will show how integrated semigroups can be used to study
the second order abstract Cauchy problem
(ACP2)

w"(0 = Au(t),

ii(0) = x,

w'(0) = y

for linear operators not necessarily generating a strongly continuous
cosine family (for a brief introduction to cosine family theory see [11];
for a comprehensive study of the second order Cauchy problem see
[10]).
In §8 we study second order problems with "structural damping"
(see [5]). The models investigated are of the form
w"(0 - Au'(t) - (aA2 + bA + cl)u{t) = 0,

w(0) = x,

w'(0) = y

where A is a linear operator with nonempty resolvent set. We will show
that these damped second order Cauchy problems are exponentially
wellposed whenever the resolvent of A is polynomially bounded on
a region determined by the parameter a. In case that A generates a
strongly continuous semigroup, explicit expressions for the solutions
are given.
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In §9 we indicate how integrated semigroups can be used studying
L(£)-valued Cauchy problems U'{t) = AxU{t) + U(t)A2, U(0) = Xe
L(E)\ evolution equations u'(t) = A(t)u(t)9 u(s) = x and Cauchy
problems connected with differential operators p(d\/dx\,...,
dn/dxn)
on Li>(Rn) (1 < p < oo) or C0(Rn).

2. Existence and uniqueness of solutions. We recall that a densely

defined operator A is a semigroup generator if and only if there exist
constants ¥ , w such that every real number // with /i > w is an
element of the resolvent set of A and
(2.1)

<M

_L_\
fl — W J

for every k e NQ and fi> w (here and in the sequel f(/d)^ stands for
dk/dfik /(//)).
If A is a linear operator with spectrum contained in a left halfplane,
then the growth assumptions (2.1) on the resolvent which imply existence and uniqueness of solutions of (ACP) for all x e D(A) are the
strongest possible ones; i.e., there is no nontrivial operator satisfying
\R(ft, A)\ < M(l/(/i- w))k for all /LL > w and some k > 1 (this follows
from the resolvent identity x = fiR(/i, A)x - R(/i, A)Ax).
Uniqueness of solutions of (ACP) requires much weaker growth
assumptions on the resolvent. It was shown by Ljubic that if A is a
linear operator on a Banach space E such that the resolvent R(/i, A)
exists for all /z > w and satisfies
(2.2)

lim -log|i?(//,^)| = 0,

then (ACP) has at most one solution for every x e E. The proof of
(2.2) given in [28], 4.1 does not make use of the assumption that A is
densely defined; hence (2.2) holds for nondensely defined operators.
There is a wide gap between (2.1) and (2.2). As we will see, growth
conditions not as strong as (2.1) and not as weak as (2.2) imply existence and uniqueness of solutions of (ACP) for a large set of initial
data. Furthermore we will show that existence and uniqueness of solutions always imply that the solutions depend "continuously" on the
initial data. Hence (ACP) is wellposed under much weaker growth
assumptions on the resolvent than those stated in (2.1).
If a linear operator A has a resolvent in a right half plane and if
w() is an exponentially bounded solution of the corresponding (ACP)
with w(0) = x, then the resolvent R(/i,A)x is the Laplace transform
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of u(-), i.e.: R(fi,A)x = f™ e'^u^dt
(see Lemma 4.6). Therefore
it is natural to try to construct a solution w() as the inverse Laplace
transform of R(JU,A)X\ i.e.:
i

(ILP)

rp+ioo

"(0 = ^ 7 /

e*R(v,A)xdiL

In the following two propositions we recall growth assumptions on
R(/i,A)x respectively R(/i,A) which ensure that the inverse Laplace
transform exists, is differentiable and a solution of (ACP). We need
the following lemma (see [26]).
LEMMA 2.1. Every linear operator A with nonempty resolvent set is
closed. If in addition, A is densely defined, then D(An) is dense in E
for every n e N and D(Am) is dense in the Banach space [D{An)\ for
every m>n.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A be a linear operator on a Banach space E
such that, for a w > 0, every ju e C with Re // > w is in the resolvent
set of A. Let x e D(An) for some n > 3. If there is a constant M(x)
such that \R(/i, A)Anx\ < M(x)forRe/x > w, then (ACP) has a unique
solution u(-) with u(0) = x and \u(t)\ < Cept\x\n-X for all t > 0.

Proof. Let p > w. From \R{ii,A)Anx\
rp+ioo
r
/
' p—ioo
Jp

< M(x) it follows that

t

is a continuously differentiable function with \v(t)\ < C{x)ept and
v(0) = 0. By R(/i, A)x = fi-l(R(}i, A)Ax-x) we obtain \R(/i, A)An~lx\
< C(x). By the closedness of A (Lemma 2.1),
j
2ni

rp+ioo
Jp-ioo

Define u(t) := X)^=o ^/(kl)tkAkx
+ v(t). Clearly, w() is continuously
differentiable, w(0) = x and \u{t)\ < Cxept\x\n^\.
By the equation

AR(fit A)Anx = tiR{fi, A)Anx - Anx we see that
rrp+ioo
/
Jp
1 p-ioo

exists. Therefore u(t) e D(A) and an easy computation shows that
uf(t) = Au(t). Hence w(-) is a solution of (ACP) with w(0) = x.
u
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The following proposition can be found in [18], 1.3 (for a generalization, see [4]). Notice that the statements of Propositions 2.2 and
2.3 are valid for nondensely defined operators.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let A be a linear operator on a Banach space E.
If there are constants w, M such that i?(//, A) exists and satisfies

(2.3)

\R(f*,A)\ < M{\ + \ii\)k

for some

-\<keN

for all fi G C with Re/* > w, then (ACP) has a unique solution u(-)
for every x e D(Ak+3) such that \u(t)\ < Mpept\x\k+3 for p > w. If,
for some - 1 < a < 0, \R(fi,A)\ < M{\ + | Imfi\)a for all fi e C with
Re/* > w, then (ACP) has a unique solution w(-) for every x e D(A2)
and, for p>wt \u(t)\ < Mept\x\2.
We now give an example which shows that for every n e N there
is an operator A for which (ACP) has unique solutions for every x e
D(An) but not for every x e D(An~l) and that (2.3) restricted to real
li is not sufficient to guarantee existence of solutions for x e D(Ak+3).
2.4. For every n > 1 there exists a densely defined
linear operator A on a Banach (Hilbert) space E such that
(a) the resolvent R(/i, A) exists for Re// > 0 and satisfies \R(/i, A)\ <
(2n - l)/fi for all real /i>0 and
(b) the abstract Cauchy problem has unique solutions for every x e
D(An) but not for every x e D(An~l).
PROPOSITION

Proof. For n = 1, the statements are obvious. Let n > 2 and let A
generate a nonholomorphic contraction semigroup {T(t)) on a Banach
(Hilbert) space E. Let En be the space E x • • • x E endowed with the
maximum (Hilbert) norm. Then
A A 0 •
0 A A
0 0 A
.
. 0
0

0

•

B:=

•

•

•

0
A
A
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is a densely defined, closed operator on En with D(BJ) = D(AJ)n for
every j e N. The resolvent sets of A and B are equal,
4) AR(fi,A)2
0
R(/i.A)
0

R(fi,B) =

An-lR(fi,A)n
and
0
0

0

AR(fi,A2)

n-\
k=0

^ fc=o

< (2» - l ) i
for all fi > 0. However, for n > 2, B does not generate a strongly
continuous semigroup on En. We prove this by showing that
(*)

ur(t) = Bu(t),

w(0) = (wo» • • • *Un-\)

has unique solutions for every w(0) G D(Bn) but not for every w(0) G
D(Bn~l). Suppose (*) has a solution (MQ(0» ••-»w«-i(0)- ThenMw_j(^)
is a solution of ufn_x(t) = Aun^i(t)9 un-\(0) = ww_i. Hence ww_i has to
be in D(A) and un-\(t) = T(t)un-\. (From ww_! G D(A) we conclude
that (*) has a solution with initial value (0,..., 0, un-\)\ therefore (*)
has a solution with initial value (MO> ..., un-2t 0). The same argument
as above gives then that un-2 has to be in D{A). Repeating this procedure we obtain that ut G D(A) for all 0 < i < n - 1.) The function
un-i(t) is a solution of
u'n_2(t) =

By the variation-of-constants formula
un-2(t) = T{t)un.2

-s)AT(s)un^ids

by un-2 G D(A), and by the assumption that the semigroup is nonholomorphic we conclude that un-\ has to be in D(A2). Proceeding in this manner we obtain that the initial value of every strong
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solution of (*) is in D(A) x ••• x D(An).
On the other hand, if
w
( i i 0 , . . . , w w _0 G D(A) x • • • x Z)(^ ), then (uo(t),...,
u w _i(f)) where
n-\-i

*

J=0

J

'

defines a solution of (*). The uniqueness follows from (2.2) and

\R(H,B)\<M/n.

U

3. Continuous dependence of solutions upon the data. It is well
known that existence and uniqueness of solutions of (ACP) implies
continuous dependence of the solutions from the initial data. In this
section we will examine the continuous dependence of the solutions
which follows from existence and uniqueness of solutions of (ACP)
for xeD(An).
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a linear operator on a Banach space E with
nonempty resolvent set If (ACP) has unique solutions u(-) for every
x e D(An), then the following n notions of continuous dependence of
the solutions from the initial data hold.
(i) If(Uk(-))keN is a sequence of solutions of (ACP) with w*;(0) —> 0
in [D(An~l)\ then the solutions uk(-) converge to zero uniformly on
compacts ofR+.
(ii) If I < j < n — 1 and if (uk('))keN & a sequence of solutions
of (ACP) with uk(0) -• 0 in [D(An-j~l)l then the j-times integrated
solutions

fk{t):=

Jo (7=1)! {t " J )'~ 1 M *

converge to zero uniformly on compacts ofR+.
(iii) There exists a locally bounded function p(-) such that for all
0 < j < n - 1 and x e D(An), the j-times integrated solutions fulfill
\f(t)\<p(t)\x\n.j^
Proof We assume, without loss of generality, that 0 is in the resolvent set of A.
(i): Define an operator S from the Banach space [D(An)] into the
Frechet space C(R+,[D(A)]) by x -> w(). The operator S is everywhere defined, closed and hence continuous. If (w^()) is a sequence of
solutions with xk := K*(0) -• 0 in [D(An~1)], then vk(-) := A~luk(-) =
S(A~lxjc) converges to zero in [D(A)] because A~lxk converges to zero
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in [D(An)]. Hence uk{-) = ^vk(-) converges to zero in E uniformly in
t on compacts of R+.
(ii) for y = l: Let vk(-) be a sequence of solutions of (ACP) such
that vk(0) - » 0 in [D(An~2)]. Then wk{-) = A~xvk{-) is a sequence of
solutions of (ACP) with wk(0) ^ 0 in [D(An~1)]. By (i), wk{-) -* 0
uniformly on compacts. By the continuity of the functions Avk(-) and
the closedness of A we obtain vk{t) - vk(0) = A Jo' vk(s) ds. Applying
A~l on both sides we get statement (ii) for j = 1.
(ii): Let vk(-) be a sequence of solutions of (ACP) such that vk(0) —•
0 in [D(An~J'2)] where I < j < n - 2. Then ty^(-) = ^ - 1 ^ ( - ) is a
sequence of solutions of (ACP) with wk(0) -+ 0 in [Z)(^"~^~1)]. Suppose that statement (ii) holds for some j . Then the ./-times integrated
solutions

Jo
/o Uconverge to zero uniformly on compacts. By the continuity of the
functions Avk(-) and the closedness of A we obtain vk(t) - ^ ( 0 ) =
A JQ vk(s) ds and hence, by integrating both sides j-times and applying
A~l on both sides we obtain the following equation which implies
statement (ii) for j + 1:

fjjlrft(iii): Define an operator from D(An) into E by S(t)x := f(t) where
/(•) is the j -times integrated solution w() with initial value x. From
(i) and (ii) it follows that for any compact set / there exists a constant
Mi such that for all x e D(An) and t e I we have \f(t)\ = \S(t)x\ <
Mi\x\n-j-\
= M/|w(0)|w_7_i. Hence there exists a locally bounded
function Pj(-) such that \f(t)\ < Pj(t)\x\n-j-i < p(t)\x\n.j-i where
p(t) := maxj{pj(t)}.
D
Following Hadamard [12] we call a Cauchy problem wellposed if
solutions exist for sufficiently many initial data and depend continuously on them in the sense that the zero-convergence of the initial
functions and their derivatives up to a certain order implies the zeroconvergence of the solutions in the topology of uniform convergence
on compact intervals.
In the following definition we do not specify what precisely it means
to have solutions for "sufficiently many initial data". Considering the
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various paths leading to abstract Cauchy problems it does not seem to
be "natural" to restrict a discussion of (ACP) to densely defined operators A. In applications where A has nondense domain, it is assumed
that one checks that the subspaces D(An) are large enough to obtain
meaningful results.
DEFINITION 3.2. Let A be a closed linear operator on a Banach space
E. (ACP) is called (n, A:)-wellposed (or just wellposed), if there exist an
1 < n € N9 and k e N with 0 < k < n and a locally bounded function
p(-) such that, for all x e D(An), there exists a unique solution u(-) of
(ACP) with \u(t)\ < P(t)\x\k for all t > 0.
If, in addition, we can choose p(t) = Mewt, then (ACP) is called
exponentially (n,k)-wellposed.
With this terminology, we obtain from Theorem 3.1 the following
corollary (see also [29], 2.2).

3.3. Let A be a linear operator with nonempty resolvent
set If (ACP) has unique solutions u(-) for every x eD(An) then (ACP)
is (n,n- 1)-wellposed
COROLLARY

4. Generators of integrated semigroups and exponentially wellposed
Cauchy problems. For densely defined operators, Cauchy problems
which are wellposed in a sense similar to Definition 3.2, were investigated by Sova [30], Miyadera-Oharu-Okazawa [21], and Sanekata [29].
We will summarize and extend some of their results in Theorem 4.6.
Before doing this we will add one more concept to the discussion of
wellposed Cauchy problems: the concept of integrated semigroups (by
a different approach, once integrated, positive semigroups were introduced in [1]). The concept of integrated semigroups provides us with
easy to handle characterizations of exponentially wellposed Cauchy
problems and enables us to extend known wellposedness results to
cases where the operator A has nondense domain.
DEFINITION 4.1. Let A be a linear operator on a Banach space E. If
there exists an n e N, constants M, w and a strongly continuous family
(S(t)) in L(E) with \S(t)\ < Mewt for all* > 0 such that R(/i, A) exists
and is given by
roo

Jo
for x G E and // > w, then A is called the generator of the (n — 1 )-times
integrated semigroup (S(t)).
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If A generates (S(t)), then (S(t)) is uniquely determined by A; i.e.,
if
poo

R(fi,A)x = fin~l /

poo

e~^Si(t)x'dt = /in-1 /

e~fitS2{t)xdt

Jo
Jo
then, by the uniqueness of the Laplace transform, S\(-) = S2(-).
Integrating by parts one sees that if A generates a y-times integrated
semigroup (j > 0), then A generates also a fc-times integrated semigroup for all k > j .
It is well known that if the Laplace transform of a continuous function exists for some fiQ e C, then it exists for all complex numbers
// with Re// > Re/*o- Hence, if A is the generator of an integrated
semigroup (S(t)), then R(/xf A)x = ^n~x /0°° e-^S(t)xdt for all x e E
and fieC with Re// > w.
The connection between generators of integrated semigroups and
exponentially wellposed abstract Cauchy problems is given through
the following theorem.
4.2. Let Abe a linear operator on a Banach space E with
nonempty resolvent set.
(a) If A generates an (n - \)-times integrated semigroup, then (ACP)
is exponentially (n, n - l)-wellposed.
(b) If A is densely defined and if (ACP) is exponentially
(n,n - 1)wellposed, then A generates an (n- \)-times integrated
semigroup.
THEOREM

Proof of (b). Let x e D(An). Then there is a unique solution of
(ACP) satisfying |ii(f)| < Mewt\x\n-\. For fi in the resolvent set of A,
the function w(t) = R(/i,A)u(t) is a solution of (ACP) with \w(t)\ <
M'ewt\x\n-2* Let v(t) = ^u(s)ds be the once integrated solution.

Thent;(0 = iifow(s)ds-w{t) + R(ii9A)x. Hence \v(t)\ < Cect\x\n^2
for suitable constants C and c. By induction we obtain that the (n -1 )times integrated solutions

are exponentially bounded.
For t > 0 define S(t): D(An) -> E by S(t)x = f(t) where /(•) is the
unique (n - l)-times integrated solution of (ACP) with initial value
x e D(An). By Lemma 2.1, the set D(An) is dense in E. Hence the
linear operators S(t) have a unique extension on E, denoted by the
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same symbol. From 15(01 < Mewt for all t > 0 we conclude that
(5(0) is strongly continuous. For Re// > w define a bounded linear
operator R(/i) by R(/i)x := fJLn~l /0°° e'^S{t)x dt. Let x e D(An). By
the closedness of A, one obtains that 5 ( 0 * e -D(^) f° r every / > 0
and
Integrating by parts one shows easily that
1 T
A l/i"- f e-^S(t)xdt)

\

Jo

J

=jun-le-fiTS{T)x

/O

+ fin f
Jo
V" ~ *h

n

Hence, for every x e D(A ), R(ju)x e D(A) and (// - A)R(/i)x = x.
Now let x e E and xk e D{An) with xk -> x. Then AR(fi)xk =
fiR(fi)xk - xk -> /iR(fi)x - x and R(/i)xk -• R(fi)x. Therefore
R(/LL)X E I>(^4) for A: G £ and^4i?(//)x = fiR(fi)x—x or (fi—A)R(iu)x =
x. Hence (// — -4) is onto for every ju e C with Re// > w. Suppose
there is a y e £>(v4) with ^4y = //y where Re// > w. Then w(0 =
is a solution of (ACP) and y e D(An). But

S(03> =
and hence 15(0^1 > Mewt\y\ for large t which is impossible. Therefore
fi is in the resolvent set of A and R(fi, A) = R(fi).
Proof of (a). If A generates an integrated semigroup, then, by (2.2),
by |5(0| < Mewt and by R(/i,A)x = /z""1 /0°° e~^S{t)xdt we obtain
that every solution of (ACP) is unique. The rest of the proof is based
on the following lemmas:
LEMMA 4.3. Let A be the generator of an integrated semigroup (5(0).
Then S{t)Ax = AS{t)x for all x e D(A).

Proof Let x e D(A). Then R{[i, A)x = i?(//0, A)R(fi, A)(/i0 - A)x.
Hence
f°° e~^S{t)xdt = f°° e-fitR(/iOfA)S(t)(/iO
-A)xdt.
Jo
Jo
By the uniqueness of the Laplace transform we obtain

= R(!io,A)S(t)(fio~A)x

or
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LEMMA 4.4. Let A be the generator of an (n - l)-times integrated
semigroup (S(t)). Then S{-)x is continuously differentiate for every
x e D(A), S(0) = 0, and (d/dt)S(t)x = S(t)Ax + tn~2x/(n - 2)!.

Proof Let x e D{A). Then
f°°
1
/in / e *7
^-%tn lxdt = x = R(fi,A)(lu>-A)x
Jo
in-1)1

= /in lY00*""' (s{t)x - ['S(s)Axds\

dt\ .

Hence, by the uniqueness of the Laplace transform, we obtain
S(t)x=

/ S(s)Axds + 7
TTT' *•
Jo
( H - 1)!

The proof of Theorem 4.2 (a) follows from the following observations: Let x eD(An). Define

(4.1)

n l

n-2

,

v(t) := S(t)A ~ x + J2 -rjtkAkx.
k=o

'

Then v(0) =. x, v(r) G D{A) for r > 0, \v{t)\ < Mewt\x\n-X
-y'(^) = Av(t). Hence, (ACP) is exponentially wellposed.

and
•

If A generates an (n - l)-times integrated semigroup, then it can be
shown by using the resolvent identity
n-\

= ti~~nR{fi, A)Anx + ] T fi~(<k+^Akxt
k=o
the identity (4.1) and Phragmen's Representation Theorem (see [24])
that, for all x e D(An), the unique solution v(-) of (ACP) is given by
the representation formula
(4.2)

R(/LL, A)x

(4.3)

v(t) = Jim

^
K.—— 1

In the following theorem several characterizations of densely defined generators of integrated semigroups are given. Statement (f)
of Theorem 4.5 coincides with Sova's characterization of densely defined operators for which (ACP) is exponentially wellposed (see [30]).
A complex version of Theorem 4.5 (e) is due to Sanekata [29]. To
prove Theorem 4.5 we extend Kisynski's ([15], p. 358) and Fattorini's
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([9], Theorem 2.1.1) proof of the Hille-Yosida theorem. As we will see
in the following sections, the practically useful characterizations are
(b), (c) and (d), whereas it is almost impossible to check the theoretically important growth conditions (e) and (f) in concrete examples.
For n = 1, Theorem 4.6 reduces by R(/x,A){k) =
(-l)kklR(p,A)k+l
to the classical characterizations of generators of strongly continuous
semigroups.
THEOREM 4.5. Let A be a densely defined linear operator on a Banach space E. Then the following statements are equivalent
(a) (ACP) is exponentially (n,n\)-wellposed.
(b) A is closed and there exists a dense subspace DofE such that,
for every x e D, (ACP) has a solution. There exist M, w such that for
every solution u(-) with u(0) G D, the (n - \)-times integrated solution
/(•) satisfy | / ( 0 | < Mewt\u(0)\ for all t > 0.
(c) A generates an (n - l)-times integrated semigroup.
(d) There exist M,w > 0 and a family (T(t)) in
L([D(An~l)lE)
wt
with T(-)x e C{R+,E) and \T(t)x\ < Me \x\n-X for all x e D{An~l)
such that R(/i,A) exists and is given by R(/LL,A)X = /0°°
e'^T^xdt
for all fie C with Reju>w all x e D{An-x).
(e) There exist M,w > 0 such that R(fi,A) exists and satisfies
\R(fi,A)kx\ < M(/i - w)~k\x\n-x for all fi > w, k e N, and all x e
D{An~l).
(f) There exist M, w > 0 such that R(fif A) exists and satisfies
\k+l

±(fi
kr
for all fi>w

jji-wjj

and k e No.

Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (c) was proved in Theorem 4.2.
The proof of the implication (b) —• (c) is the same as the proof of
(a) -> (c), except that the operators 5 ( 0 are defined onD' = {x eE:
(ACP) has a solution} and not on D{An). We prove the implications
(c) -• (d), (f) -• (b) and (e) -• (b). The implications (d) -• (e) and
(c) —• (f) are obvious.
To prove the implication (c) —> (d) we need the following lemma.
4.6. Let Abe a linear operator with nonempty resolvent set.
If (ACP) has a solution M(-) with w(0) = x such that \u(t)\ < Cept for
some constants C, p, then, for every ft in the resolvent set of A with
> p, we have R(/i, A)x = /0°° e"^u(t) dt.
LEMMA
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Proof. By the closedness of A (Lemma 2.1) we obtain
poo

POO

roo

fi / e-^u(t) dt - w(0) = / e-^u'it) dt = A I e~^u(t) dt.
Jo
Jo
Jo
Therefore, (/i - A) /0°° e^u(t) dt = x.
Proof of (c) -+ (d). If A generates an (n - l)-times integrated semigroup, then R(fi, A) exists for every // e C with Re// > w. By Theorem 4.2, for every x E D(An) there is a unique solution of (ACP)
with M(0) = x and \u(t)\ < Mewt\x\n-i.
For t > 0 define a linear operator on D(An) by T(t)x := u{t). By Lemma 2.1, D{An) is
dense in [D(An~1)]. Hence r ( 0 can be extended to [D(An-1)] such
that the extension, which will be denoted by the same symbol, is
in L([D(An~l)],E).
From | r ( 0 * | < Mewt\x\n-i we conclude that
t —• T(t)x is continuous for x G D(An~l). From Lemma 4.6 we
get that R(JLL,A)X = f^°e-^T(t)xdt
for x e D{An) and // e C
with Re/i > w. But both sides of the last equation define operators in L([D(An~l)],E) which coincide on D{An) which is dense in
[D(An~1)]. Hence the equality holds for x e D(An~l).
Proof of (f) -> (b). We need the following lemma. The straightforward proof is omitted.
LEMMA

4.7. Let fio be in the resolvent set of a linear operator A. If

k=0

exists in L(E), then // is in the resolvent set of A andR(fi, A) = fin~lS.
We show first that we obtain from the growth estimates on the
derivatives of the resolvent for real fi>wf the estimate

for all x e E and all complex ft with Re/* > w = max{w', 0}.
Let fi e C with Re// > w. Choose r > w such that \/JL - r\ <
r - w. Then the operator S, as defined in Lemma 4.7 exists and
satisfies |5| < M[r - w - \/i - r\]~l. Hence, for r —• oo we obtain, by
Lemma 4.7, the inequality (*). By the resolvent identity (4.2) and the
inequality (*) we obtain \R(/i, A)x\ < M\x\n-\ for every x e D(An~l)
and Re// sufficiently large. Now let x e D(An+2) c D(A3). Then
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A3x € D(An~l) and \R(fj,,A)A3x\ < M{x). By Proposition 2.2, there
is a solution w() of (ACP) with initial value x and \u{t)\ < Cept. By
(2.2) and (*), the solution is unique. By Lemma 4.6 and by partial
integration we obtain for sufficiently large Re fi that
roo

ro

e-^u(t) dt = /in~l /
Jo
Joo
where f{t) is the (n — l)-times integrated solution u(t). Hence
R(/i, A)x = /

For x* e E* we define
f{ji) := Uil-*R(/i,A)x,x*] =
Jo
Using the Post-Widder inversion formula of the Laplace transform
(see, for example, [28], p. 35) and the growth condition of (f) we
obtain

\ k+l

< M lim ( y Z'"

k->oo \k/t-wj

J

wt
\x\\x*\
M = Me \x\\x*\.
M

'

'

•

'

By the uniform boundedness principle, we get for every x in the dense
set D(An+2) a solution w() of (ACP) such that the (#i - l)-times integrated solution f(t) satisfies \f(t)\ < Mewt\x\ = Mewt\u(0)\.
Proof of (e) -> (b). If (e) holds for A, then there exists a fi0 and
a w > I, such that 0 is in the resolvent set of Ao = // 0 + A and
|U(/ifi40)**l < M(/JL - w)~k\x\n-i for all k e N, fi > w > 1 and
x E ^ ( ^ Q " 1 ) . From the resolvent identity
n-\

fi[-nR(fi, A)An'lx = R(/i, A)x-J2'u
k=0

it follows by induction that
n-\

k l

, .

J

,A) + x-T.( V
y=o v

*
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The operator AQ is invertible; therefore

{^\)k{\lk\){dkldnk)[nl-nR{niAQ)z}
n-\
7=0

and hence

y=0

<C
7=0

for z G E and ft > w > 1. By the generalized Bernoulli Inequality
(4-3)
j=o

which can be proved by induction, we obtain
\{l/kl){dk/d/ik)lMl-»R(p,Ao)z]\
< C[(/A - W)~(k+V + ( 1 / / + 1 ) ( 1 + 1//1+...
1

^ )

*

1

+

z | < 2C(/i -

for all // > ^ > 1 and z e E. Therefore, (f) —• (b) holds for the
operator AQ. But if (b) holds for AQ, then (b) holds also for A.
•
In the following theorem, due to Sova [30] and Lions [20], we see
that the union of all classes Gn of densely defined generators of n-times
integrated semigroups coincides with the class of generators of exponentially bounded distribution semigroups. However, the approach to
exponentially wellposed Cauchy problems via integrated semigroups
is technically easier and gives sharper results because the parameter n
is specified.
4.8. Let A be a densely defined linear operator on a Banach space E. Then the following statements are equivalent
(a) A generates an integrated semigroup.
THEOREM
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(b) There exist real constants M, w and k e No such that R(/i,A)
exists and satisfies \R(/i,A)\ < M(l + \/i\)k for all fi e C withRe/u > w.
(c) A generates an exponentially bounded semigroup of distributions.
Proof. The equivalence of (b) and (c) was proved by Lions [20].
The implication (a) —• (b) follows from Theorem 4.5, (f) and the
implication (b) —> (a) follows from Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 4.5

(a).

n

In applications it is often easy to check condition (b) of the previous
theorem. From Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 4.5 (a) we obtain the
following corollary.
4.9. Let A be a linear operator on a Banach space E.
If there are constants M, w, k such that R(JLL,A) exists and satisfies
\R{li,A)\ < M(\ + \ii\)k for all jueC with Re// > w, then (ACP) is
(at least) exponentially (k + 3,k + 3)-wellposed. If in addition, A is
densely defined, then A generates (at least) a (k + 3)-times integrated
semigroup.
COROLLARY

If the norm estimate \R(/i,A)\ < Af(l + \fi\)k holds for all M in the
angular region S a = {fi: |arg//| < n/2 + a} for some 0 < a < n/2
then, as shown in [19], for every x EE the inverse Laplace transform
(ILP) is a C°°-function which solves u'(t) = Au(t) for t > 0 (not
necessarily for t > 0). Moreover, if limt^ou(t) = x exists (by the
previous corollary, the limit exists at least for all x e D(Ak+3)), then
\u(t)\ < Mt~k\x\, 0 < t < 1, for a constant M not depending on x.
In the following corollary we prove a theorem due to Arendt [1].
Similar results can be found in [22].
4.10. Let Abe a densely defined operator on a Banach
space Ef ordered by a normal and generating cone. If there exists
a w e R such that every /n > w is in the resolvent set of A and if
R(/x, A)x > 0 for all x > 0 and [i > w, then (ACP) is exponentially
(2, l)-wellposed.
COROLLARY

Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that w < 0. By
H(0 f A) = R(/i, A) + --- + fin-lR(fi,

A)n + tinR(v, A)nR(0,

A),

by the positivity of R(fi, A) for // > 0 and by the assumption that the
cone is generating and normal, we obtain \/LLnR(fit A)nR(0f A)\ < M
and hence, for x G D(A)9 \R(/i,A)nx\ < Mfi~n\x\i for all n e N
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and fi > 0. Therefore, by Theorem 4.5 (e), (ACP) is exponentially
(2, l)-wellposed.
n
If we reformulate the growth conditions of Theorem 4.5 (f) on the
derivatives of the function fi —> \/nl~n R(fi, A) into growth conditions
on powers of the resolvents, one may get an idea why statement (f) of
Theorem 4.5 is only theoretically important. The proof of the lemma
is omitted.
LEMMA

Then, for

4.11. Let A be a linear operator with nonempty resolvent set.
n>2,

Related results. For densely defined operators A, Davies and Pang
[4] developed the theory of "exponentially bounded C-semigroups".
If one sets R = R(f/,,A)n~l, then the statement of their main theorem
is exactly the implication (e) -> (a) of Theorem 4.5.
THEOREM ([4]). If A is a densely defined, closed operator on a Banach
space E such that there exists an injective bounded operator R with
dense range satisfying;.
(i) (fi - A) is injective for all fi> a,
(ii) Range(i?) c D((/i - A)~n) for all fi> a and n e No,
(iii) \(fi - A)~nR\ < M(fi - a)~n for all // > a and n e No,
(iv) (JLL-A)~1RX = R(fi-A)-lxforall/j,
> a and f e Range(^-^i),
then (ACP) has unique solutions for all x E RD(A). The solutions
depend continuously on the initial value x given in the Rrx-graph norm
on RD(A).

Recently, Arendt [2] has obtained the following generalization
of Widder's classical characterization of those real-valued functions
which are the Laplace transform of a bounded real function.
([2]). Let a > 0 and let R(-) be a function from (a,oo)
into a Banach space E. The following statements are equivalent
(i) R(-) e C°°((a,oo),E) and there exist a constant M > 0 and
w e (-oo, a] such that for all k e N and all /i> a:
THEOREM

n\

-w
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(ii) There exists a function F(-): [a,oo) —• E satisfying F(0) = 0
and \F(t + h) - F(t)\ < Mhew^V (t > 0, h > 0) such that R(/i) =
fi /0°° e-^Fit) dt for all fi>a.
If A is a nondensely defined linear operator such that the interval
(a, oo) is contained in the resolvent set of A and if one defines R{fi) :=
/il~nR(jbi,A), then the theorem above yields immediately the following corollary which extends Sova's characterization of densely defined
generators to nondensely defined generators of integrated semigroups.
COROLLARY ([2]). Let A be a nondensely defined linear operator on
a Banach space E. If statement (f) of Theorem 4.8 is fulfilled, then A
generates an n-times integrated semigroup.

5. Integrated semigroups are integrated, strongly continuous semi-

groups. If A generates a strongly continuous semigroup, then, as mentioned above, A generates an (n - l)-times integrated semigroup on
E for all n € N. If A generates an (n - l)-times integrated semigroup (S(t)) on E, then, assuming that the name "integrated semigroup" makes sense, one would expect that the (n - l)th derivatives
of (S(t)) define a strongly continuous semigroup on an appropriate
Banach space F. This will be shown in the following. First we collect
some basic properties of integrated semigroups.
5.1. Let A be the generator of an (n - \)-times integrated
semigroup (S(t)). Then, ifn = 1, (S(t)) is a strongly continuous semigroup. Ifn>2, then
(a) S(t)x = Oforallt>0 impliesx = 0, andS(0) = 0.
(b) For every x e D(A) we have S(t)x e D(A), AS(t)x = S(t)Ax
and
LEMMA

rt

S(t)x = / S(s)Axds +

i

r1!

(c) For every x EE we have /JS(s)xds eD{A) and
A I S{s)xds = S(t)x - tn~lx/(n - 1)!.
./o
Hence, for every x e E, the function t —> S(t)x is a solution of the
n-times integrated (ACP) or a "mild" solution o/(ACP).
(d) For every x e D{An) the unique solution o/(ACP) is given by
(4.1). Ifx(-) is a solution of'(ACP), then

S(t)x(0) = J* j^2)\(t

- s)"-2x(s)ds.
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(e)

S(t)S(s)x = £ ^ L K ' - r)n-2S{r + s)x
for every x EE and t, s > 0.
Proof. The statement (a) is obvious. Statements (b) and (d) were
shown in Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 and in (4.1). Statement (c) follows
from
f S(s)xds = fiR(/i,A) f S(s)xdsJo
Jo
Using statement (c) one obtains

[ S{s)AR{fxsA)xds.
Jo

/ S(s)xds = /iR(fM,A) f S(s)xds
Jo
Jo

Since A commutes with S(t) on D(A), the resolvent commutes with
S(t) on E. Therefore, for every x e E, we have f^SWxds E D(A)
and
(/i-A) [ S(s)xds = /i [ S(s)xds-S(t)x-tn-lx/(n1)!.
JO
Jo
To prove statement (f) let x e D(An) and let JC(-) be the solution of
(ACP) with x(0) = x. Let

be the ./-times integrated solution JC(). Define, for s > 0,
n-2 i.
n—2

/./

M(0 = iS(f + s)x - 5 ( 0 ^ - J2 77^

i

o

n-2 .
k=\

Then «(0) = S(s)x, u(t) e D(A) for all t > 0 and by d/dtx^\t)
jcL/-i](/) and

=
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we obtain Au(t) — u'{t) = 0. Hence «(•) is a solution of (ACP) with
w(0) = S{s)x. Therefore

~ r)n-2{S{r + s)x - S{r)x)dr

S(t)S(s)x = f j^yit

S+t

1

s+t

i

/

/

-(t + s-r)"-2S(r)x]dr.
Kellermann [14] proved that every once integrated semigroup in fact
defines a strongly continuous semigroup on an appropriate Banach
space F. Using Lemma 5.1 we will extend Kellermann's result for
arbitrary (n - l)-times integrated semigroups.
THEOREM 5.2. Let A be the generator of an (n — \)-times integrated
semigroup (S(t)) with \S(t)\ < Mewt and let the mth differentiation
space of(S(t)) be defined by Cm := {JC eE: t -> S{t)x e Cm(R+,E)}.
Then
(a) • • -D(A3n-3) c C3""3 C D(A2n~2) C C2n~2 C D(An~l) c Cn~K
(b) \x\F := sup,>0 \e~wtS(n-x\t)x\ defines a norm on D{An~x) with
\X\ < \X\F <

C\X\H.1.

(c) Let F be the Banach space obtained by the closure ofC2n~2 under
| | F ; then D(A2"-2)1 l f = F c Cn~\
(d) If A is densely defined, then D{An-^y ]F = F c C 1 " 1 .
(e) The restriction A/F of A to F with domain D(A/F) := {x €
D(A)nF: Ax eF} andA/Fx = Ax for allx e D(A/F) is the generator
of the strongly continuous semigroup (T(t)) := (s("~l\t)/F) C L(F)
satisfying
\T{t)\L{F)<ewt.
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Proof. From the proof of Lemma 5.1 (e) we obtain
- r)»-2(S(r + s)x - S(r)x) dr

(L.0) S{t)S{s)x = f j-^(t

and
(L.I)

S{s)Cm c C m+1 for all m > 0.

Using (L.O) one shows by induction that for all 1 < k < n - 2:
(L.2)

S(t)SW(s) =

f (t - r)n-2~kS(r + s) dr

^
k-\

-2

_>

;-*

X

From (L.1) and (L.2) we conclude that S^k\s)Cm c Cm+l for 0 < k <
n-2 and m > 0. Using (L.2), an induction shows that S{t)S^k\0) = 0
for all 1 < k < n — 2. By Lemma 5.1 (a) we obtain

(L.3)

S{k)(s)CmcCm+l

forO<k<n-2

and m > 0,

Differentiating (L.2) for k = n — 2 we get
n-2

(LA)
(L.5)

S(t)S(n~l\s) =S(t + s)-^2 tJ/j\SU\s)
S("-l\s)Cm c Cm

forallw>«-l.

Moreover, it follows from (L.4) and (L.3) that

Hence, by Lemma 5.1 (a),
(L.6)

S("-1)(0) = /

and

onC 1 " 1 .
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From (L.4) and (L.5) we conclude that S^
(
+ s) on Cm for all m > n - 1. This and (L.6) yield
(L.7) S^n~l\t) defines a strongly continuous semigroup on Cm
for all m > n - 1.
From Lemma 5.1 we know that S{t) commutes with A on D(A).
Hence S{t) commutes with R(/i, A) on E and we have
(L.8)

on Ck for k > 0.

SW(t)R(/i, A) = R(/i, A)SW(t)

Differentiating (L.4) we obtain
n-2

(L.9)
(L.10)

{n

w

S(t)S \s) = S (t + s)~J2 tJ/j\SU+l)(s)
S(w)(^)Cm C Cm~l

From (L.9) it follows that S(t)S^(0)
for m>n. But then

and

for all m > n.
= 5( ! )(0 - f n " 2 /(« - 1 ) ! / on Cm

/ e
Joo
oo
/•o
/

Jo

e-Mtt

n 2

- /(n

- 2)!<fr = ^i?(^,A)-

for w > n. Hence
(L.11)

R(n,A)(I-S{n)(0))

=I

on Cm for all m > n.

Let * G C w for some m>n. Then, by (L.10),
x = R{n, A){x - SW(0)x) = R(/i, A)z

for z € Cm~\

Hence Cm C i?(^,^)C m - 1 for all m > n. By

fJooO e- S(s)S(t)xdt
/it

and (L.1) one shows that i ? ^ , ^)COT C Cm+l for all m > 0. Therefore,
(L.12)

R(ji,A)Cm-1

= Cm

for all m > n.

The function S{t)x is m-times continuously differentiable for all x G
D(Am) (Lemma 5.1 (b)). Hence D{Am) c C w for all m > 0. This
and (L.12) gives

D(An)cCn=R{fi,A)Cn-1

c R(/x,A)E = D(A).
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Hence Cm C D{A) for all m > n. Therefore, by (L.I 1),
(L. 14)

Sw (0)x = Ax for all x € Cm and all m > n.

Combining (L.I4) and (L.12) and (L.IO) we obtain
(L.15) ACmcCm-1

and {p-A)Cm

= Cm~x
for m > n and fi € p{A).

From (L.13) we get R(fi,A)D{An) c R{fi,A)Cn c R(/i,A)D(A). by
(L.12), D(^ n + 1 ) c C w+1 c I>(^2). Repeating this procedure we get
(L.16)

• • • C 3 "- 3 C D(A2n~2) c C2n~2 C D(An~x) c C11"1.

Now let A: G C2""2. Then, by (L.3), S(n~2\h)x/h e C2n~2 for all
h > 0. Moreover, by (L.15), ^ ; c e C 1 " 1 for 0 < 7 < /i - 1. Hence, by
S("-')(0) = / o n C " - 1 ( b y ( L . 6 ) ) w e g e t | ^ x - ( l / A ) ^ " - 2 ) ( A ) ^ x H 0
as h -» 0 for all 0 < 7 < n - 1. By \x - (l//0S ( "~ 2 ) W*U-i ^ 0 as
h -* 0 we get that C2""1 is dense in C2"~2 with respect to | | n _i.
The same argument shows that C2n is dense in C2n~x with respect
to I | n _i. Therefore C2n is dense in C2"~2 with respect to | | n _i.
Repeating this procedure we obtain
(L.17) Cm is dense in C2""2 with respect to | |«_i for

m>2n-2.

Especially, by (L.16),
(L.18)

D(^ 2 "~ 2 ) is dense in C2*"2 with respect to | | B _i.

For every x e D{An~x), t —»• S(t)x is (n - l)-times continuously differentiable (Lemma 5.1 (b)) and
^tkAkx
^

for x e D{Ann~~xx).

fe=0

Hence, for all x e D{An~x), ^(""^(O^l < Ce w '|x| n _i. We define a
norm on D{An~x) by \x\F = sup,>0 \e~wtS^~x\t)x\.
From S^~x\Qi)x
= x we get
(L.20)

|JC| < IJCIF

< C\x\n-X.

Let F be the closure of C2"~2 with respect to this norm. Then F
is a Banach space. Let x € F and let xn —* x with respect to the
.F-norm. By (L.20), xn —• x in J?. Hence S(t)xn converges to S ( 0 *
in £ uniformly on compacts. The functions S(-)xn are (n - l)-times
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continuously differentiable. From (L.7) we know that S^n~l\t) defines
a semigroup on C2n~2. Hence, for x e C2n~2,
= sup \e-wtS^n~l\t

(L.21)

+ s)x\ < ews\x\F.

t>0

By
\Sl"-l\t)xH

- Sl"-l\t)xm\

< e™\xn - xm\F and

we conclude that t —• S(t)x is {n- l)-times continuously difFerentiable.
Therefore x e Cn~l and
FcC"'1.

(L.22)

Now let x E F c C""1. Then S^*-1)^)* i s well-defined. If xw is a
sequence in C2w"2 converging to x with respect to the F-norm, then,
S^n"l\t)xn e C2n~2 is a Cauchy sequence in F. Therefore, S^n"l\t)xn
converges to g £ F with respect to the F-Norm and, by (L.20), also
in E. Therefore, g = ^ " ^ ( O ^ e F- T h i s a n d ( L - 7 ) s h o w s t h a t
S^n~x\t)ip is a semigroup on F. We have to show the strong continuity. From (L.18) we know that D(A2n~2) is dense in C2n~2 with
respect to | \n_x. But then, by (L.20), D(A2n~2) is dense in C2n~2
with respect to the F-norm. Therefore we have
(L.23)

F is the F-closure of D(A2n~2).

Now let x e D(A2n~2). Then, by (L.I9),

- x\F =

-rrr^X
k=\
n-2

0

as t -> 0.

n-l
ws

From (L.21) we get IS^-^jJjcl/r < e \x\F for x e F. Therefore, by
(L.23), \Sl"-»(t)x -x\F-+0ast^0
for all xeF.
Hence T(t) := S^n~l\t)/F is a strongly continuous semigroup on F
with \T(t)\L{F) < ewt. Let B be the generator of T(t). If T()x is Fdifferentiable at 0, then, by (L.20), T(-)x is ^-differentiable. Therefore
D{B) c Cn. By (L.13) and (L.14) we get D(B) c C c D(^) and
= ^ x for all x G D(£).
Let A/F be the restriction of A to F. Then D(B) c D(A/F) and
y4/F^ for all x G .0(2?). ^4/^ is a closed operator on F. Moreover, for every fi G p(A) n /?(i?), (i" - A/F) is one-to-one. From
(^ - A/F)R{fi, B)x = (fi- B)R(/i, B)x = x for all x e F we get that
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{fi — A/F) is onto. Hence R(/LI,A/F) exists and R(/i,A/F) = R(/t,B).
From this we get D(B) = D(A/F).
From (L.22) and (L.23) we obtain D(A2»~2)1 l f = f c C H . If
A is densely defined, then, by Lemma 2.1, D(A2n~2) is | | n _ r dense
and therefore also | | F -dense in D(An~l). But then D(An~1)1 1F =
F c C"" 1 . This finishes the proof of Theorem 5.2.
•
COROLLARY 5.3. Let A be a densely defined operator on a Banach
space E. Then the following statements are equivalent.
(i) A is the generator of an (n - \)-times integrated semigroup.
(ii) The resolvent set of A is nonempty and there exists a norm \ \F
on D(An-{) such that \x\ < \x\F < C|JC|W_I- The restriction of A to
F
F = D(An~l)
generates a strongly continuous semigroup on F.

Proof. The implication (i) —> (ii) is contained in Theorem 5.2. If (ii)
holds, then, for every initial value x e D(A/F), there exists a unique
solution M() : R+ -+ D(A/F) in Cl(R+, F) of the Cauchy problem for
A/F satisfying \u(t)\F < Mewt\x\F. D{A/F) is | |/r-dense and hence
| |-dense in F and F is | |-dense in E (by Lemma 2.1). Therefore,
D := D(A/F) is dense in E and, for every initial value x e D, there
exists a unique solution w(): R+ -> D(A/F) c D{A) in Cl(R+9F) c
Cl{R+,E) of the Cauchy problem for A satisfying \u(t)\ < \u(t)\F <
Mewt\x\F < Mewt\x\n^.
Let fi be in the resolvent set of A and let x e D. Then the function
w{t) = R{fi,A)u{t) is a solution of (ACP) with \w(t)\ < M'ewt\x\n-.2-

Let v(-) be the once intgrated solution. Then v(t) = ii^w{s)ds

-

ct

w(t) + R(fi,A)x. Hence \v(t)\ < Ce \x\n^2- By induction we obtain
that the (n~ l)-times integrated solution /(•) satisfies \f(t)\ < Cedt\x\.
Hence, by Theorem 4.6, A is the generator of an (n - l)-times integrated semigroup on E.
u
REMARK. Combining Theorem 4.8 and Corollary 5.3 we see that
a densely defined operator ^ o n a Banach space E with nonempty
resolvent set generates an exponentially bounded distribution semigroup on E if and only if the restriction of A to the Banach space F
constructed above generates a strongly continuous semigroup on F.

6. Adjoint Cauchy problems. If A is densely defined and closed on
a reflexive Banach space, then the adjoint A* is also densely defined
(see [9], p. 13). From R(fi,A)* = R(fi,A*) and Theorem 4.5 (f) we
get that, on a reflexive Banach space E, a densely defined operator A
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generates an (n - l)-times integrated semigroup on E if and only if
the adjoint A* generates an (n - l)-times integrated semigroup on E*.
If A is a densely defined generator of an y-times integrated semigroup (S(t)) on a nonreflexive Banach space E, then the adjoint A*
is well-defined (notice that D(A*n+l) is only weak*-dense in E* (see
[13], p. 43)). Define operators U(t) by U(t)x := fcS{s)xds. Then
(U(t)) is a strongly Lipschitz-continuous operator family in L(E) and,
by partial integration, R(/i,A)x = fij+l /0°° e'^U^xdt.
The adjoint
operator family (U(t)*) is strongly Lipschitz continuous on E*. From
R(fi,A)* = R(/JL,A) we conclude that
PO

R(/i,A*)x* = fij+l /

Jo

for all x* G E* and (i > w. Hence A* generates an (j + l)-times
integrated semigroup.
From the considerations above and Corollary 4.5 we obtain statement (a) and from Theorem 5.2 statement (b) of the following corollary which generalizes Phillips' characterization of the adjoint semigroup (see, for example, [20], p. 38).
6.1. Let A be a densely defined generator of an {n-iy
times integrated semigroup on a nonreflexive Banach space E.
(a) Then A* generates an n-times integrated semigroup (S(t)*) on
E* and the adjoint Cauchy problem u'(t) = A*u(t)f w(0) = x* is exponentially (n + 1, n)-wellposed on E*.
(b) There exists a norm | \F on D(A*n) such that \x*\ < \x*\F <
C\x*\n. Let C2n = {x* e E*: t -> S(t)*x* e C2n(R+,E*)}. Then
C2n c D(A*n). Let F be the closure ofC2n with respect to the norm
| |f. Then the restriction of A* to F generates a strongly continuous
semigroup on F.
COROLLARY

7. The second order Cauchy problem. In this section we study the
second order Cauchy problem
(ACP2)

u"(t) = Au(t);

ii(0) = x,

w'(0) = y

where A is a not necessarily densely defined linear operator on a Banach space E with nonempty resolvent set (for an investigation of
(ACP2) for operators with empty resolvent set, see [32]). A function
M(-) : [0,00) -• D{A), u(-) e C2(R+,E) which satisfies (ACP2) is called
a solution of (ACP2).
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In the following we will prove and generalize the classical characterizations of cosine family generators by applying the theorems of the
previous sections to the reduced Cauchy problem
(ACPr)

u'(t) = Bu(t),

u(0) = (x,y)

where B is the operator matrix [^ rQ] on E x E (always equipped with
the maximum norm) (ACP2).
LEMMA 7.1. Let A be a linear operator on a Banach space E with
nonempty resolvent set. If(ACP2) has unique solutions for all (JC, y) e
D(An) x D(Am), then (ACP2) has unique solutions for all (x,y) e
D(An) x D(An) and all (x, y) e D{Am+l) x D(Am).

Proof. A has nonempty resolvent set. Hence A is closed (Lemma
2.1). Without loss of generality we assume that A~l exists. The initial
value problem (*) u"(t) = Au{t)\ w(0) = x, w'(0) = 0 has unique
solutions ux{-) for every x e D(An). The integrated solutions wx(-)
solve u"{t) = Au(t); u(0) = 0, w'(0) = x. Therefore, (ACP2) has
unique solutions ux(-) + wy(-) for all (x, y) e D{An) x D(An).
For every x e D(Am+l), there exists a unique solution v(t) of
u"{t) = Au{t)\ M(0) = 0, u'(0) = Ax. Define wx(t) = A~lv'(t). Then
wx(t) is a solution of (*) and (ACP2) has unique solutions wx(-)+uy(-)
for all (JC, y) e D(Am+l) x D(Am).
a
The straightforward proof of the following lemma is omitted.
LEMMA 7.2. Let A be a linear closed operator on a Banach space
E. Then B = [J J] with D(B) = D(A) x E is a closed operator on the
Banach space E x E equipped with the maximum norm. Moreover,
(a) The resolvent set of A is nonempty if and only if the resolvent set
ofB is nonempty and, for fteC with /u2 e p(A)
R 2 A
R 2 A
R 2 A

m - \ » (» > )

^"[/I2H(/I2M)-/

^ > ) 1 _ \» (» 2> )

t*R(fi2,A)\ "

[AR(/i ,A)

(b) D(B2n) = D(An) x D{An) and, for all (x, y) e D(B2n):
(c) D(B2n~l) = D(An) x D{An~l) and, for all (x, y) e
\x\n + \y\n-i < 2\(x, y)^

D(B2n-{):

< 4(\x\n + \y\n_x).

If (ACP2) has unique solutions for all x e D(A) and y e E, then
(ACPr)5 has unique solutions for all initial values in D(B) = D(A)xE.
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Moreover, if A has nonempty resolvent set, then, by Lemma 7.2, B
has nonempty resolvent set. Hence B is a semigroup generator on
E xE, and, by the Phillips Perturbation Theorem (see [11], Theorem
6.4), C = [^ Q] is a semigroup generator on E x E. But the resolvent
set of C is nonempty if and only if A is bounded. Hence A has to be
bounded.
Therefore, assuming A having nonempty resolvent set, we will only
study Cauchy problems which are uniquely solvable for—at least—

(x,y) eD(An)xD(An) = D(B2n) or for—at least—(x,y)
D{An) = D(B2n+l) where n > 1.

eD(An+l)x

7.3. Let A be a linear operator with nonempty resolvent
set on a Banach space E and let n > 1. If there exists a locally bounded
function /?(•) such that
DEFINITION

— (ACP2) has unique solutions u(-) for all (x, y) e D(An)xD(An)
satisfying \u(t)\ < p(t)[\x\n.x + \y\n-\l then (ACP2) is called
2fl-wellposed.
— (ACP2) has unique solutions u(-) for all {x,y) e D(An+l) x
D{An) satisfying \u(t)\ < p(t)[\x\n + \y\n-\l then (ACP2) is
called In + 1-wellposed.
If we can choose p(t) = Mewt, then (ACP2) will be called exponentially
m-wellposed.
If u(t) is a solution of (ACP2), then w(t) = (u(t), uf(t)) is a solution
of (ACPr). If w(t) = (w{(t),w2(t)) is a solution of (ACPr), then
w(t) = (wi(t),w[(t)) and wx{t) is a solution of (ACP2). We have
proved the following lemma.
LEMMA 7.4. Let Abe a closed linear operator on a Banach space E.
Then (ACP2) has a {unique) solution w(-) if and only if(ACPr) has a
(unique) solution (u('),u'(-)).

7.5. Let A be a linear operator with nonempty resolvent
set on a Banach space E. 7/*(ACP2) has unique solutions u(-) for all
(JC, y) e D(An) x D(An) (or D(An+l) x D(An)), then (ACP2) is In- (or
In + 1-) wellposed.
THEOREM

Proof We prove the statement for (x,y) e D(An) x D(An). The
proof for (x, y) e D(An+l) x D(An) requires only some modifications.
By Lemma 7.2, B = [^ rQ] has nonempty resolvent set and by Lemma
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7.4, (ACPr) has unique solutions w(-) = (w(-),w'(-)) for all (x, y) e
D(B2n). Hence, by Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 7.2, there exists a locally
bounded function /?(•) such that for the once integrated solutions of
(ACPr) we have
max
/ w(s)ds

2-2

In the next theorem we prove that for densely defined operators A,
exponential wellposedness of (ACP2) is equivalent to B = [QA Q] being
the generator of an integrated semigroup on E x E. For n = 1, we will
obtain from the following Theorem Sova's and Da Prato's and Giusti's
as well as Kisynski's generation theorem for cosine family generators
(see [6], [16], [23], [31]).
7.6. Let A be a not necessarily densely defined linear operator on a Banach space E with nonempty resolvent set and let B be
the operator matrix [^ Q] on E X E.
(a) IfB generates an (m - \)-times integrated semigroup on E xEf
then (ACP2) is exponentially m-wellposed.
(b) If A is densely defined and if (ACP 2) is exponentially m-wellposedf
then B generates an (m - l)-times integrated semigroup
onExE.
THEOREM

Proof, (a): If B generates a (2n - l)-times integrated semigroup,
then, by Theorem 4.2, (ACPr) is exponentially (2n, 2n - l)-wellposed.
Hence, for (x,y) G D(B2n) = D(An) x D(An), (ACPr) has exponentially bounded solutions w(t) = (u(t),uf(t)) (see Lemma 7.4). If the
solutions are exponentially bounded, then the same is true for the once
integrated solutions. Hence, by Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 7.2,

\u(t) -x\< max M f u(s) ds A f u'{s) ds\j = f w(s) ds
< Cewt\(x, y)\Bln_2 < 2Cem{\x\n.x

+ \y\n_x).

By Lemma 7.4, u(t) is also the unique solution of (ACP2). The proof
of statement (a) in case that B generates a 2n-times integrated semigroup requires only some obvious modifications.
The proof of (b) is based on the following lemma.
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7.7. Let A be a densely defined linear operator with nonempty resolvent set
(a) If (ACP2) is exponentially 2n-wellposedf then there are constants C,w such that the solutions w() of (ACP2) satisfy \ur(t)\ <
Cewt(\x\n + \y\n-i)for all (x, y) e D(A») x D(A«).
(b) If (ACP2) is exponentially 2n + 1-wellposed, then there are
constants C,w such that the solutions u(-) of(ACP2) satisfy \u'(t)\ <
Cewt(\x\n + \y\n) for all (x, y) e D{An+l) x D(A»).
LEMMA

Proof. Let «(•) be the solution of (ACP2) with initial value (y, 0) e
D(An) x D(An). Then v{t) = Jo' u(s) ds is the solution of (ACP2) with
initial value (0, y). Therefore all solutions v(-) of (ACP2) with initial
value (0, y) e D{An) x D{An) satisfy \v'{t)\ = \u{t)\ < Cewt\x\n-X.
We may assume that A~l exists. Let x e D(An+l) and let v(-) be the
solution of (ACP2) with initial value ( 0 , ^ ) . Then w(t) = A~lv'(t)
is a solution of (ACP2) with initial value (x,0), x € D(An+l) and
|^'(0l = Mt)\ < Ce^\AAn-x < Ce™*\x\n.
From Theorem 7.5 we obtain that the linear operators S(t): x —•
r
u (s) where M() is the unique solution of (ACP2) with initial value
(*f0) e D(An) x D(An) satisfy \S(t)x\ < f(t)\x\n.
Therefore, the
n
operators S(t) are continuous from [D(A )] into E. Moreover, by the
considerations above, for all x e D{An+l) we have |5r(?)A:| < Cewt\x\n.
But A is densely defined and hence, by Lemma 2.1, D{An+l) is dense
in [D{An)l Hence 15(0*1 = |w'(0l < Cewt\x\n for all solutions with
initial value (JC, 0) eD(An) x D(An).
All solutions v(-) with initial value (0, y) € D(An) x D(An) satisfy
\v'(t)\ < Cewt\x\n-i and all solutions of (ACP2) with (x, 0) e D(An) x
D(An) satisfy \u'{t)\ < Cewt\x\n. This proves statement (a). The proof
of statement (b) of the lemma is similar.
Proof of Theorem 7.6 (b). Let (x,y) e D(B2n) = D(An) x D{An)
and let w(-) be the solution of (ACP2). Then w(t) = (u(t), u'(t)) is a
solution of (ACPr). Using Lemmas 7.7 and 7.2 we obtain
| ^ ( 0 | = max(|ii(0|, \u'{t)\)
< Ce™(\x\n + \y\n-i) < 2Cew<\(x, y)\l_{
for some w > 0. Therefore, (ACPr) is exponentially (2nf2n — 1)wellposed. The proof for the case that (ACP2) has solutions for
(xty) e D(B2n+l) = D(An+l) x D(An) requires only some obvious
modifications.
•
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In case that B = [^ J] generates an (n - l)-times integrated semigroup on E x E, it follows by (4.3) and Lemma 7.2 that, for all
(x,y) G D(Bn)3 (ACP2) has unique solutions v(-) which are given
by "Phragmen's representation formula"

In Theorem 7.6 (a) the assumption that B generates an integrated
semigroup can be weakened to the assumption that (ACPr) is exponenetially (m, m - l)-wellposed. We know from Corollary 4.9 that
if there are constants Af, w, k such that every /u G C with Re// > w
is in the resolvent set of B and \R(/i, B)\ < Af (1 + \n\)k for all // G C
with Re/i> w, then (ACPr) is (at least) exponentially (k + 3, k + 3)wellposed. If, in addition, 2? is densely defined, then B generates (at
least) a (k + 3)-times integrated semigroup. Using Lemma 7.2, one
shows that \R(/i,B)\ < M{\ + \/*\)2\R(/i2, A)\. Therefore we obtain
the following corollary.
COROLLARY 7.8. Let A be a linear operator on a Banach space E.
If there are constants M, w, k such that R(/J,2,A) exists and satisfies
\R(fi2, A)\ <M{\ + \n\)k for all/teC
with Re/i>w, then (ACP2) is
exponentially wellposed.

Let A be a linear operator with \R(ji2,A)\ < M for all
fteC with Re/* > w. Then \R(/i, B)\ < M(1 +1//|)2 for all ft G C with
Rc/i > w. Hence (ACPr) is at least exponentially (5,5)-wellposed
and, by Lemma 7.2, (ACP2) has unique solutions w() for (x,y) G
D(A3) x D(A2) satisfying, by integrating the solutions of (ACPr) once
and applying Theorem 3.1, \u{t)\ < Nect{\x\2 + \y\i).
EXAMPLE.

In the following Corollary we show that Sova's and Da Prato and
Giusti's generation theorem for strongly continuous cosine families
can be easily obtained by applying Theorem 4.5 to B = \°A Q].
COROLLARY 7.9. Let A be a densely defined linear operator on a
Banach space E. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) A has nonempty resolvent set and (ACP2) has for all (x,y) G
D{A) xD{A) a unique solution u(-); i.e., A is the generator of a strongly
continuous cosine family on E.
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(b) There are constants M, w such that fi2 is in the resolvent set of
A whenever fi> w. For every fi> w and all k e NQ we have

Y+1.

-W J

Proof, "(a) —»• (b)": From Theorem 7.6 we obtain that (a) holds
if and only if B = [°g] generates a once integrated semigroup on
E xE. In Theorem 4.5 we showed that B generates a once integrated
semigroup if and only if there exist M > 1 and w > 0 such that
R{JX, A) exists and satisfies
fl-W

for every k e NQ and fi> w. By Lemma 7.2, fi2 e p(A) if fi > w and
(in
(7.1)

/(/^)/^2l
[ 0
i
/./llWl( I-

n-lBfu R\ if^lH
fi R{fi,B)=\
r,iA

Li

where / ( / / ) = fiR(/n2,A). From
dk

0]
n
J

<

1

\k+l

.
and

H- w J

\ k+\

k+l

(7.2)

)
— W)

we obtain statement (b).
"(b) —> (a)": From Lemma 7.2 it follows that every fi > w is in the
resolvent set of B. We know from Theorem 7.6 that (a) holds if and
only if B generates a once integrated semigroup on E x E. We show
that the inequality
fi-

follows from
dk
-W
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Using the formulas
Jk

k

"

j=0

/ 7

and
and (4.3) one shows easily that the inequality (*) implies
< Mw~m ( — — )

fc+i

for all m > 0.

Hence, by (7.1) and (7.2),
\dfik

fi-w

The results of §6 can be used to obtain an "adjoint theory" for
second order Cauchy problems on nonreflexive Banach spaces (on reflexive Banach spaces all statements of the previous theorems hold if
and only if they are valid for the adjoint A*). From Corollary 6.1 we
obtain the following corollary.
COROLLARY 7.10. Let A be a densely defined linear operator on a
nonreflexive Banach space E with nonempty resolvent set. If(ACP2)
is exponentially m-wellposed, then the adjoint second order Cauchy
problem u"(t) = A*u(t); w(0) = x*, w'(0) = y* is exponentially m + 1wellposed on E*.

Combining Theorem 7.6 and Corollary 5.3 we generalize Kisynski's
characterization of a cosine family generator (see [16]).
COROLLARY 7.11. Let A be a densely defined linear operator on a
Banach space E with nonempty resolvent set and let B be the operator
matrix [°AQ] on E X E. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) (ACP2) is exponentially m-wellposed.
(b) There exists a norm | \F on D(Bm-1) such that \(x,y)\
^ IC*» JOIF ^ CIC*'JOIm-i- The restriction ofB to the closure F of
D(Bm~l) under the norm \ \F generates a strongly continuous semigroup on the Banach space F.

8. Damped second order Cauchy problems. In this section we study
damped second order Cauchy problems
w"(0 - Avl{t) - Bu(t) = 0;

w(0) = x,

w'(0) = y.
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A function u(-) e C 2 ([0,oo),£) with u(t) E D(B) and u'(t) e D(A)
for all t > 0 satisfying (ACVd) for t > 0 is called a solution of (ACP^).
If A is a semigroup generator on E and if 5 is a closed operator with D(A) c D(i?)5 then (ACPd) has unique solutions u(-) for
(x,y) G Z)(i4) x D(A) satisfying \u(t)\ < Mewt(\x\{ + \y\) (see [25]).
In the following, the regularity condition D(A) c D(B) is replaced by
D(An) c D(B) for some n > 1. As a typical example how the results of the previous sections may be applied to higher order Cauchy
problems, we will give a rough analysis of
u"(t) - Au'{t) - (aA2 + bA + cl)u(t) = 0
w(0) = JC, w'(0) = y.
For 6 = c = 0, (8.1) was introduced by Chen-Russel [5] as a mathematical model for elastic systems with structural damping.
The most natural way to study (8.1) is to reduce the equation to
the first order problem w'(t) = ®w(t); w(Q) = (x, y) where O is the
operator matrix on E x E given by
0
/
aA2 + bA + cI A
with D(O) = D(A2) x D(A). Unfortunately, for a closed operator A,
the operator O is in general not a closed operator on E x E.
However, if A has nonempty resolvent set, then, for some JLLQ in the
resolvent set of A, the closure <1>C of O is given by
\{Ho-A)2
0
1 [
0
i?G"o^)2l
2
2
2
[
0
(fio-A) \
[(aA + bA + cI)R(ti0,A)
AR(vo,A)2\
with
(8.1)

D(OC) = { ( J C , y ) e E x E : (aA2 + bA + cl)

x (i?Guo, A)2x + AR{iiQ, A)2y) e D(A2)}.
Hence we will study (8.1) by reducing the equation to the first order
problem
(8.2)
w'(t) = ®cw(t); w(0) = (x,y).
It can be easily seen that if (8.1) has a solution w ( j , then (8.2)
has a solution w(t) = (u(t),ur(t)).
However, if (8.2) has a solution
w(t) = (u(t),v(t)),
then the first coordinate w() is not necessarily a
solution of (8.1) but only of
(8.3)

w"(0 - (//0 - A)2[AR{^ A)2u'{t)
+ (aA2 + bA + cI)R(fi0, A)2u(t)] = 0;
w(0) = x, u'(0) = y.
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We will call (8.3) the closure of the Cauchy problem (8.1). (8.3)
seems to be the appropriate Cauchy problem to look at if one studies
(8.1) by reducing it to a first order problem in E x E. Clearly, if u(-) is
a solution of (8.1), then it is also a solution of (8.3). One should notice
that a solution u(-) of (8.3) is not necessarily in D(A2) and that w'()
not necessarily in D(A). Hence solutions of (8.3) are not necessarily
solutions of (8.1).
DEFINITION 8.1. Let JLLQ be in the resolvent set of a linear operator A on a Banach space E. A function «(•) e C 2 ([0, oo),E) with
AR(/iQ, A)2uf{t) + (aA2 + bA + cI)R(fio> A)2u(t) e D(A2) for all * > 0
satisfying (8.3) is called a mild solution of (8.1).

It follows from the observations above that (8.1) has a (unique)
mild solution if and only if (8.2) has a (unique) solution. Moreover,
w(t) is a solution of (8.2) if and only if w(t) = (u(t), u!(t)) where u(t)
is a mild solution of (8.1).
If <&c generates an (n — 1)-times integrated semigroup on E x E
(or even if (8.2) is exponentially («, n - l)-wellposed), then (8.2) has
unique solutions w(t) = (u(t),u'(t)) for all (x, y) e D(Q>%) which
contains D(An+l) x D{An). The first coordinate function u(t) is then
the unique mild solution of (8.1), satisfying, by Theorem 4.5, for large
enough constants M, w:

\u'(t)\ < max(|u(0|. \u'(t)\) = \w(t)\ < Mewt\{x,

JOI?.,

and
\u{t) -x\<

\f w(s) ds < Mewt\(x, y)\*_2.

If (x,y) e D(An+l) x D{An) c />(O"), then an easy computation
shows that there is a constant C such that
(8.4)

\u'{t)\ < Mewt\(x, y)\f_i < Cewt(\x\n + \y\n.x)
wt

\u{t)\ < Me \{x,y)\*_2

M

< Ce (\x\n-X

and

+ \y\n-2)-

We summarize these observations in the following lemma.
8.2. / / O c generates an (n - 1)-times integrated semigroup
on E x E, then (8.1) has unique mild solutions for {at least) all initial
data (x, y) e D{An+l)xD{An)
which depend continuously on the initial
data as described in (8.4).
LEMMA

To determine whether or not O c generates an integrated semigroup
we have to determine the resolvent set of O c . An easy computation
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shows that fi is in the resolvent set of <£c if and only if //(//) is in the
resolvent set of A (i = 1,2), where
= l/2a(-/t

- b ± [(1 + 4a)// 2 + 2b/i + b2-

4ac]1'2).

If fi is in the resolvent set of <J>C, then
(8.5)

where

and
= [(1 + 4a)// 2 + 2b/i
Let Hw := {/)(//);// G C, Re/i > iu}. Then it is necessary for <I>C
being the generator of an integrated semigroup, that there is a w > 0
such that Hw is contained in the resolvent set of A. Depending on
the value of a, the sets Hw have, for sufficiently large w, the following
form
(i) If a > 0, then, for all values of 6, c, Hw is of the form

(ii) If -0.25 < a < 0, then, for all values of b, c, Hw is of the form
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(iii) If a < -0.25, then, for all values of b, c, Hw is of the form

where the angle goes to zero as a —> —oo.
In all cases, the intercepts of the regions Hw with the real axis depend on values of w. In (I), the distance of the two parts of Hw goes
to infinity as w —> oo. In (II) and (III), the region Hw can be shifted
arbitrarily to the right by increasing w.
If there exists a polynomial p(-) and a constant w such that R(/i,A)
exists and satisfies
(8.6)

\R{/i,A)\<p(\/i\)

for all /A eHw,

then, by (8.5), there exists a polynomial q(-) such that \R(/i,<Pc)\ <
q(\/i\) for all JLL e C with Re// > w.
Therefore, by Corollary 4.9, (ACPr) is exponentially wellposed and,
by Theorem 4.8, if A is densely defined, O c is the generator of an
integrated semigroup on E x E. In any case, (8.6) implies that there
exists an n e N (depending on the degree of the polynomial /?(•))
for which Lemma 8.2 holds. We summarize these observations in the
following lemma.
LEMMA 8.3. If there is aw > 0 such that R(/i, A) exists and satisfies
(8.6) for every fi e Hw, then there exists an n e N such that, at least
for all (x, y) e D{An+l) x D(An), (8.1) has a unique mild solution u(-)
satisfying (8.4).

As the formula (8.5) indicates one can try to use inverse Laplace
transform methods to find explicit expressions of the mild solutions
of (8.1) in terms of solutions of ur(t) = Au{t).
To simplify our notations we assume on that A generates a strongly
continuous semigroup (T(t)) on E.
Formally, for x e D(A), the solutions of (8.1) are given by the inverse Laplace transform of ixR{fi)x+R{ix){y-Ax),
the first coordinate
ofR(n,®c)(x,y).
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If the inverse Laplace transform of fiR(fi)x is H(t)x, then the
inverse Laplace transform of piR(fi)x + R(fi)(y - Ax) is given by
H(t)x + f£ H(s){y - Ax) ds. Formally, by (8.5),

H(t)x = 2^7 / e"/igWX(fi

W)-A)x - R(f2(fi),A)x]

= _1_ Ie^tigiii) I" f°(e-f^s

-e~f^s)T(s)xds\

dfi

= f°° g(t,s)T{s)xds
Jo
where
g(t,s)

=

2ni

LEMMA 8.4. Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup on a Banach space E. If there is a w e R for which Hw is
contained in the resolvent set of A and if the inverse Laplace transform
of tig{fi)(e-f^s - e-M^s) is given by g(t,s), then, for x e D(A), a
generalized solution 0/(8.1) is given by

u(t) = H(t)x+

f
Jo
where H(t)x = /0°° g(t,s) T(s)x ds.

H{s){y-Ax)ds

Because we were not able yet to find a general Laplace transform
inversion formula for fig(/LL)(e~^l^s - e~^2^s) we restrict ourself to
two special cases in which the calculation of g(t, s) is particularly easy.
(I) The special case of (8.1) in which a = 0 was treated in [25].
In this case one can show that if A generates a strongly continuous
semigroup, then, for all (x, y) e D(A) x D(A), there exists a unique
solution ii(0 = W\t)x + W(t)(y - Ax) where
W{t)x := e~ct f e2bsJ0{y/4(~c

+ b2)(t -

s)s)T(s)xds

(/ 0 (0 denotes the Bessel function E(-l)' l ('/2) 2 7(«!) 2 ).
(II) If one considers (8.1) wtih b = c = 0 and assumes that
(i) A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup (T(t))
on a Banach space E if -.25 < a < 0,
(ii) A generates a holomorphic semigroup if a < -.25,
(iii) A generates a group if a > 0,
then, for every x e D(A2) and y e D(A), there exists a solution w()
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of (8.2). The solution is given by

u(t) = ^

T(—)X

C T

^

\^)

x + Cl 2
c l c

I

l

T(s)yds.

where ct = (-1 ± y/\ + 4a)/2a.
We show that Oc is the generator of a once integrated semigroup
on E x E. By the considerations above, fi is in the resolvent set of
O if and only if the functions fi(fi) = /iC( are in the resolvent set of
A. From the assumptions (i), (ii) or (iii) it follows that there exists a
w > 0 such that every fi e C with Re// > w is in the resolvent set of
Oc and that R(fi,®c) is given by

where RM =
-\/aR{nc\,A)R{nc2,A).
Using the fact that R{fiCi,A)x is the Laplace transform of
(l/Ci)T(t/Ci)x, one can show that, for every (x,y) G D(^4) X D(A),
R(fi, ®)(x, y) is the Laplace transform of

T4(t)\
where

and

The first coordinate u{t) = Ti(t)x + T2{t)y gives the unique mild
solution of (8.1) mentioned above.
If Oc would generate a strongly continuous semigroup V(t) on E x
E, then, by the uniqueness of the Laplace transform, T(t)(x, y) =
V(t)(x,y) for every x,y € D(^4). Hence the operator family (F(f))
could be extended to a strongly continuous family of bounded operators on E x E which is not possible. Therefore, <DC is not a semigroup
generator on E x E. However, the integrated solution semigroup
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S(t)(x,y) = JQ T(S)(X, y)ds can be extended to a strongly continuous, exponentially bounded family in L(E x E) and R(fi,Q>)(x, y) =
// /0°° e~^S(t)(x,y)dt for every x, y e E. Therefore, Oc generates
a once integrated semigroup on E x Is and Lemma 8.2 applies with
/i = 2.
9. Further examples of integrated semigroups. In this section we

indicate some more possible applications of integrated semigroups.
The main purpose of this chapter is not to give a detailed analysis of
the examples presented, but to show that the technique of integrated
semigroups might be the "right" way to treat various problems in the
theory of abstract evolution equations efficiently.
9.1 ([14]). Let E be one of the spaces C0(R)9 Cb(R), or
L (R) for 1 < p < oo and let A be defined as Af = E J U ^ " l d x ^
at G C, with D(A) = {/: Af e E in the sense of distributions}. Very
few of these operators define strongly continuous semigroups on the
spaces E. In general A will be not densely defined on Cb or L°°; the
third derivative generates a semigroup only on L2\ and on L^ it is
known that there is no unbounded operator at all which generates a
strongly continuous semigroup (see [22], A-II-3).
However, if supx€i2Re[/7(/.x)] < oo, where p{x) = ^Lo^-*'* then
A is the generator of a once integrated semigroup on the spaces Q(i?)
and LP{R) for 1 < p < oo (see [14]).
If E is one of the spaces C0(Rn), Cb(Rn), or Lp(Rn) for 1 < p < oo,
then the multidimensional results are as follows. Let A be defined as
^ = E|a|<£ a*Da where a = (ai,...,an)e iVow, |a| = a{ + • • • + ak and
Da = {dxjdxxY"
(dn/dxn)a». Define
EXAMPLE

p

p(x) = Y^ aa(-i)^x^1

J # and ord(p) = max(|a|: aa + 0).

The polynomial p(-) is called elliptic if there are constants L, c such
that \p(x)\ > c|jc|ord^) for |JC| > L. If p(-) is an elliptic polynomial
with ord(p) > n/2 and if sup{Rep(x): x e Rn} < oo, then A generates an ([n/2] + 2)-times integrated semigroup on the spaces Co(Rn),
Cb(Rn), or LP(Rn) for 1 < p < oo.
As consequence one obtains that the Schroedinger operator i A generates at least a three times integrated semigroup on all spaces listed
above if n = 2 or n = 3 (the Schroedinger operator is a semigroup
generator only on L 2 , see [9], 8.6.7; for a different, but equivalent
method to study differential operators on Rn, see [3]).
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9.2. (a) If A generates a semigroup of class (0,^4), (I, A),
(0,Ci), (1, Ci) or C o as defined in Hille-Phillips [13], §10.6, then A
generates a once integrated semigroups (S(t)) on E where S{t)x :=
EXAMPLE

sins)xds.
(b) Let A be the generator of a semigroup (T(t)) which is strongly
continuous for t > 0 and which has a singularity at 0 of growth order
a; i.e., \T(t)\ < Mt~aewt for some 1 > a > 0. For a characterization
of those generators A, see Da Prato [7] and Okazawa [27]; for applications of these semigroups, see [17] and [9]). Integrating 1-times we
obtain that the operators S(t) defined by S(t)x = JQ T{S)X ds define a
1-times integrated semigroup on E and i?(/*, A)x = /* /0°° e~^S{t)x dt
for Re/* > w'. Hence generators of semigroups of growth order a
are generators of integrated semigroups and the wellposedness results
of the previous sections can be applied. As far as we know, most of
the wellposedness results were not yet known for the various types of
semigroups mentioned above.
9.3. It is well known that stability of a semigroup {T(t))
on Hilbert spaces can be characterized in terms of properties of the
weak*-continuous implemented semigroup T{t)B := T(t)BT*(t) on
the JF*-algebra of all symmetric operators in L(H) (see [22], D-IV2). In the following we will show that these implemented semigroups
define once integrated semigroups and therefore, by Theorem 5.2,
strongly continuous semigroups on an appropriate Banach space F c
EXAMPLE

L(H).
The following construction works for semigroups on an arbitrary
Banach space E and will be used in a forthcoming paper on "Spectral
theory of integrated semigroups" to characterize stability of a semigroup {T(t)) on E (see [22], A-IV) in terms of the implemented semi-

group T{t)B := T{t)BT{t) on L(E).
Let Ti(t), T2(t) be two strongly continuous semigroups on a Banach
space E with generators A\ and A2. On L(E) we define an operator

O by ®B = AXB + BA2, D(O) = {B e L(E): B(D(A2)) c D(AX)
and ®B has a bounded extension on E}. To study the L(is)-valued
Cauchy problem U\t) = QU(t); U(0) = X e L(E) we define a strongly
continuous, exponentially bounded family (S(t)) of bounded linear
operators on L(E) by

S(t)B:x-+

f Tx{s)BT2{s)xds.
Jo
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There exists a w > 0 such that, for every fi with Re// > w the
operators R^B = /x /0°° e~^S(t)B dt are well-defined bounded linear
operators on L{E). To show that R^B e /)(*) and (fi-fyR^B = / for
every 5 G £ ( £ ) , we need the following lemma whose straightforward
proof is omitted.
LEMMA 9.3.1. Let A be the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup (T(t)) on a Banach space E and let /(•) G Cl(R+,E). Then

y := JJ T(s)f(s) ds e D(A) for allt>0 and Ay = - Jj T(s)f'(s) ds +
T(t)f(t) - /
Let x G D(A2). Then, by the previous lemma and the closedness
of the operators Au R{fi)Bx e D{A{) and AiR(/i)Bx + R(fx)BA2x =
fiR(ti)Bx-Bx for all x e D(A2). From the density of D(A2) it follows
that R^B e D(O) and (// - tyR^B = I for every B e L(E).

To show that R^/i -®)B = I for all 5 E D ( O ) take mxeD(A2).
By B G /)(*), it follows that BD(A2) c Z)(^i) and therefore

(t)BT2(t)x - 5JC] rf/ = fiR(/i)®Bx - Bx.
Hence every \i with Re/u > w is in the resolvent set of <I> and
R(ju,Q>) = Rp. Therefore O is the generator of a once integrated
semigroup on L(E) and our wellposedness results can be applied.
Especially, by Theorem 5.2, O is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup on the closure of D(O2) c {B e L(E): S(-)B e
C2(R+,L(E))} under the norm | | F : \B\F = sup,>0 \e~wtS'{t)B\.
In general, the operator <I> is not densely defined. However, it can
be easily seen that JLLR^BX —> Bx as JLL —• oo for every B G L{E) and
every x G E. Therefore D(Q>) is dense in L(E) with respect to the
topology of strong convergence.
It would be interesting to investigate in how far the following construction can be used to develop a stability theory for nonautonomous
evolution equations which uses in a canonical way the stability results
for the autonomous equation.
Let U(t, s) be a strongly continuous evolution operator defined by
a wellposed nonautonomous Cauchy problem
(ACP,)

ur(t) = A(t)u(t)t

u(s) = x , t > s
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satisfying \U(t,s)\ < M for all t > s. Let L be the Banach space
L°°(R+fL(E)). On L we define a semigroup T(t) by T{t)f{s) =
f(t + s)U(t + s, s). It is obvious that stability properties of the semigroup (T(t)) translate into stability properties for the evolution family
U{t9s).
In general, (T(t)) is not strongly continuous on L. However, the
once integrated semigroup S(t)f(s) =/cJ f(r+s)U(r+s, s) dr is strongly
continuous on L. Let Af(-) = /'(•) +f(-)A(-). Then every ju > 0 is in
the resolvent set of A and R(/i,A)f = /iJ^°e-^S(t)fdt.
Therefore
A is the generator of the once integrated semigroup (S(t)) on L.
To develop a stability theory along the lines mentioned above one
would have to investigate in how far spectral properties of the generator A (which will depend on properties of the operators A{t)) translate
into stability properties for T(t)f and hence into stability properties
for the evolution family U(t,s).
Acknowledgment. I would like to thank W. Arendt and H. Kellermann for many helpful and stimulating discussions.
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